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Kati & Ali’s Top Suggestions That 

Will Help Sell Your Home  

 

 

Throughout the years the real estate industry has voiced differing opinions: Do 

REALTORs® request that a seller make some changes and repairs prior to listing 

the home, thus risking hurt feelings and the loss of a possible listing; or do they 

ignore the white elephant in the room? We find that there is a happy balance 

between honest opinions, gentle suggestions, and proven stats. You be the judge!

                        

  ~ Kati & Ali 
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1. Let’s shed some light on the subject. 

Natural light sells houses! Dark spaces 

make rooms feel small, so be sure those 

bulbs are bright and that fixtures are in 

excellent working order. Light interiors 

also make your home feel bigger and more 

inviting. Vaulted ceilings help create 

illusions of more space, and painting that 

dark wood ceiling may do the trick! A 

little paint and a few new light bulbs are a 

small price to pay when it comes to selling 

your home. 

 

2. Raw curb appeal. The exterior of your home is the first thing buyers see and is crucial to 

the sale of your home. First impressions are everything and whether we like it or not, buyers 

totally judge the book by the cover. Statics show that improved exteriors can add 

approximately five percent to your home’s value. This includes your driveway too! The 

driveway should be manicured, and lawns/gardens properly maintained with new pine-straw 

or fresh mulch. Don’t be afraid to brighten things up with some of the gorgeous annuals that 

thrive in our area such as impatiens. You’ll be glad you did. 

  

3. Think about the best use for unused space. Our top 

suggestion in this category is to create a home office. We find 

that our buyers are business savvy and still very involved in 

the day to day operations of their company. A home office can 

add some value to a home by painting a picture for the 

prospective buyer – “You mean I can own a vacation home, 

spend time with my family and still be able to conduct 

business as usual? Yes please!” 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.homeadvisor.com/cost/outdoor-living/install-asphalt-paving/
https://www.homeadvisor.com/cost/lawn-and-garden/maintain-a-lawn/
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4. Extreme Makeover – Deck Edition. 

Don’t put lipstick on this pig! Studies 

have shown that repairing or adding a 

deck to your home can make your 

property more appealing to buyers. Sellers 

can likely recoup more than eighty 

percent of this expense at closing. When 

you makeover your deck, take time to 

develop a plan in order to create unique 

features & décor. Use high grade 

materials to increase the deck’s lifespan. Bringing the outdoors in is one of the main reasons 

why buyers flock to our area – seize the opportunity!  

 

5.  Declutter and reorganize – Tidy Up. Clutter and disorganization are a distraction for 

buyers. A large counter can look small when covered with a week’s worth of direct mail and 

shopping lists. A potential buyer might not even notice the quality of your granite. Empty the 

refrigerator and pantry of expired food and nearly empty condiments. Consider donating 

excessive canned goods to a food pantry. Less is more when it comes to the contents of 

closets. The less you leave in them, the more space they will appear to have. The rule of 

thumb is to discard or donate clothes, shoes and accessories you have not worn in the last 

twelve months. Since you are planning to move anyway, this is also a great time to start 

packing. Tabletops and shelves look more appealing without a seller’s personal items. 

Clearing them off allows buyers to begin visualizing themselves in a new space. 

 

6. Update Bathrooms. Expect to recoup close to 

60% of an upscale bathroom remodel. Beautiful 

bathrooms can significantly shorten the time it takes 

to sell your home. Whether you are simply updating 

fixtures or completely replacing a walk-in shower, 

this is a place where a fashion-forward update can 

really give you a lot of bang for your buck. If you 

have thought about adding or expanding a bathroom 

this may be the time to do it. If you feel the need for more bathroom space, buyers will likely 

feel the same. 
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7.  Update your kitchen with easy fixes. 

There’s a lot you can do to update your 

kitchen without going into a full remodel. 

Fresh paint or wall coverings in the latest 

colors is an easy start. If appliances are more 

than ten years old, consider replacing them. A 

new backsplash in a popular material is 

another quick fix. But the easiest and least 

expensive update is as simple as shopping trip 

for fresh rugs, towels, window coverings, and countertop accessories in coordinated colors. 

Be sure to reorganize all cabinets with fresh, matching dishes and glassware. Toss out or pack 

up the mismatched coffee mugs and promotional koozies then, take a deep breath and empty 

out your junk drawer. 

 

8.  Pre-Listing Home Inspection – Last, but definitely not least. Calling Inspector Gadget! 

Even some of the most minor defects can create uncertainty with prospective 

buyers. We can guarantee that 99% of home buyers will hire a professional 

home inspector who is sure to find something wrong with even the most 

immaculately kept home. Why not beat them to the draw? Clearing 

up deficiencies that an inspector could find is a fantastic stress 

reducer. In today’s real estate market inspections are thorough and 

many buyers will use even the tiniest deficiencies as a negotiating 

tool to get a lower price. A short and problem free inspection report 

gives buyers confidence that they have made a sound decision. 


